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Abstract
The artwork market is plenty of unauthorized reproduction of original products. One of the most varies filed is
the counterfeiting of Authenticity Certificate related to paints, lithography, sculptures, etc., with the aim to create
an illegal market of reproduced copies. To resolve this problematic, it is possible change the current paper
certificate, related to a single artwork, with a digital version, which will contain some specific information,
related to the artwork itself. In this paper, starting with the well-known advantages given by the biometry
paradigm in human authentication, we propose a method able to distinguish the single “non-living” objects. In
other words, we propose an approach that, by using the random inimitably characteristics, is able to uniquely
identify artworks such as painting, lithographs, sculptures, etc. In this way it could be possible creating a secure
digital certificate of authenticity (digital COA). Due to the high density information available in modern
acquisition media, it is possible using a Speckle Metrology approach. During verification phase, the same area
has to be acquired, to extract embedded verification data. It is possible to secure this data using a private key,
necessary for accepting the digital signature. The presence of possible geometrical distortions between image
present in the certificate and acquired during the verification phase, it is necessary applying geometrical
corrections based on affine transformation, before executing the correlation methodologies, used in speckle
metrology.
Keywords: artworks authentication, biometry, hylemetry, image processing, speckle metrology
1. Introduction
When we purchase a work of art, the main problem is to obtain a genuine certificate of authenticity (COA).
There is a great misuse of “certificate of authenticity”; if the COA is not directly originated by the artist, it is
pretty much meaningless. In any case, even if the certificate of authenticity shall be made by the artist, in general,
is relatively simple to clone it. Moreover, the certificate of authenticity is very often directly made by the seller.
In a simple, a dishonest seller can duplicate both the certificate of authenticity that the work of art. In this way, a
copy of the certificate of authenticity can be used to pass off as a genuine a non-original work.
Figure 1 shows some examples of "classic" paper certificates of authenticity, and it is pretty clear to see they are
relatively easy to fake.
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F
Figure
1. Exam
mples of “classsic” Certificatee of Authenticity (COA)
Generally, it is considerred artworks w
with associate COA as “origginal”, but thiis assertion is far to be the truth
(Merrimann, 1992). Thesse occurs since does not exxist rules to deefine who is ((or is not) authhorized to pro
oduce
certificatess of authenticiity, or what innformation a C
COA must conntain. For thiss reason, it is ppossible to an
nyone
produce a certificate of authenticity,
a
annd insert into tthem also falsee or misleadingg information. On the other hand,
h
dishonest m
merchants prooduce false CO
OA. Generally,, these fake ceertifications aree used to “increase” the valu
ue of
works (attrribution of thee work to an arrtist more impoortant) or to deeal in as original a copy (Nyttimes, 1922).
A potentiaal swindle can be carried ouut according too the schema bbelow. A mercchant buys a ggenuine work of
o art
with its orriginal COA. Then,
T
he duplicates the workk as well as thhe certification of originality and sells the work
cloned. Hee, on this way,, recovers (at a profit) the am
mount spent too buy the origiinal and remainns in possessio
on of
the genuinne work. A famous forgery of artworks iis created by E
Ely Sakhai; thhe owner of a Lower Manh
hattan
Gallery, E
Exclusive Art. Mr. Sakhai accquired genuinne, but lesser known works of Gauguin, like the lilacs, and
other imprressionist and modern artistts, then ordereed copies made by skilled fo
forgers. Subseqquently Mr. Sa
akhai
sold the coopies to privatee collectors, prrimarily in Jappan and Taiwann. After years iin the forgery ttrade, in an atttempt
to double hhis profits, Mrr. Sakhai decidded to sell som
me of the originals in his posssession. He ooffered the Gau
uguin
work, titleed “Vase de Fleeurs (Lilas)” too Sotheby’s foor the 2000 aucction, at the saame time as a ccopy he had so
old to
a customerr in Tokyo waas put up for auuction at Chrisstie's. But for that coincidennce, the forgeryy might never been
detected (N
Nytimes, 20044).
One solutiion to this problem would bbe put in actionn a procedure that couples, in an indissoluuble way, the COA
and the arttwork to whicch it relates. Inn this way the use of a falsee certificate it is not more poossible. To ach
hieve
this goal itt is essential, for
f a particulaar work of art, to find distincctive, unrepeattable, and uncchanged features. If
these aspeects exist, we have
h
the abilitty to characterrize the work oof art and to ddiscriminate itt from another one.
Many pappers describe different apprroaches to identify, in inannimate objectts, unique andd non-reprodu
ucible
features (H
Haist & Tizianni, 1998; Bucchanan et al., 2005; Ingeniaa, 2011; Cowbburn, 2008; C
Chong et al., 2008;
2
Samuel et al., 2010).
mplement a prrocess like bioometric identification, called hylemetry iin precedent works
w
In this papper we will im
(Schirripa Spagnolo et al.,
a 2010a, 20100b, 2011; Cozzzella et al., 2012a). In particular, similarityy with biometrry are
reported, tthan a method based on specckle-like patterrn is proposedd, to be used onn different artw
works, such ass (but
not only) oil paints, lithhography and sculptures. T
The term hylem
metry derives from who Arristotele called
d the
“non-livinng matter” (Hubby, 1974).
This paperr is organizedd as follows. Inn Section 2 thhe method useed (hylemetricc authenticatioon) is describe
ed. In
Section 3 w
we discuss thee application of hylemetry iddentification off works of art; in other words, how to achieve a
with the problem of how you
certificate of authenticityy very difficultt to fake or to clone. In Sectiion 4 we deal w
u use
the hylem
metry to authennticate an artw
work. The expperimental resuults are given in Section 5. Finally, Sectiion 6
contains thhe conclusionss.
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2. Biometry vs. Hylemetry
2.1 Introduction to Hylemetry
The traditional ways for establishing the authenticity of sensible objects, such as documents, banknotes,
packaging and high value products rely on the presence of secret identifiers or on complex’s manufacture
process, which is hard to overcome, or counterfeit. Classic examples are barcodes, holograms, RFID, etc.
In any case has to be considered that the difficulty to duplicate, it does not mean inability to duplicate: “what one
man can make, another can copy” (Nmab, 1993). Observe that conventional RFIDs could be easily copied and
counterfeited and thus, are not capable of resolving the problem or tag authenticity (DeJean & Kirovski, 2006,
2010).
Currently, the unique identification of persons process is based on use of non-reproducible physiological or
behavioral characteristics. Distinctive biometric features enclose fingerprints, hand geometry, retina, iris patterns,
voice waves, DNA, handwrite signatures, etc.; this methodology is called biometric authentication (Woodward et
al., 2002).
Biometric authentication is centered on the acquisition of individual human physical qualities, used to compose a
template (feature vector) for further biometric identification (Woodward et al., 2002; Jain et al., 2011).
This template is compared with that extracted during the testing phase to determine whether a person is who he
claims to be. Because of difficulty of acquiring in different phases, and with different acquisition systems, the
same model, a verification method based on a set of thresholds is expected.
For an inanimate object, any model made to a particular technology can be replicate employing like tools. On the
other hand, each pattern generated by random processes is a feature not replicable that can be exploited for
hylemetric identification (Melen, 1999; Zhu et al., 2003).
2.2 Hylemetric Characteristics
In biometric authentication, the acquired feature should have the following properties (Cozzella et al., 2012b):


Universality: characteristic has to be present in all the individuals;



Permanence: characteristic stable over time;



Uniqueness: samples related to different individuals should be as unlike as possible;



Robustness: samples related to the same individual should be as close as possible;



Availability: easy to acquire with a dedicated sensor;



Acceptability: people shall consider the acquisition method as nonintrusive;



Forge Resistance: the acquisition system should be arduous to deceive.

A system used for authentication of non-living objects (hylemetric authentication), should have similar
properties.
In general, in hylemetric verification the feature vector (template) should have the following characteristics
(Clarkson et al., 2009):


Exclusivity: Each object must be distinguishable from all others;



Stability: feature vector should be confirmable by multiple entities for all lifetime of the object;



Shortness: template should be short and easily computable;



Resistance to imitation: feature vector should be hard or impossible to duplicate; an object in such a
way that the clone to express the same template as the original one.

Each random or hard-to-reproduce texture, can be potentially exploited in as hylemetric features. Good
hylemetric features have to content also the following necessities:


it has to be simple repeatable and reliable to extraction the feature vector;



the template must be manufactured at low cost, compared with a chosen level of security;



the cost of exact or near-exact replication of the random structure employed as hylemetric features has
to be significantly greater than the commercial value of the cloned object;



the cost of the authenticity verifying procedure has to be small, again compared with a chosen level of
security.
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3. Hylemeetric Characteeristics Identiification on Arrtworks
In any artw
work is possibble finding a chharacteristic, w
which matchess with the prevvious reportedd lists. In partic
cular,
artworks, due to the waay on which tthey are produuced, have ann intrinsic randdomness, due to the hand-m
made
process. A
Analyzing som
me different eexamples, repported in Figuure 1, it is ppossible identiifying speckle
e-like
structures in all of them. Figure 2(a) rreports an oil ppaint, with highhlighted the ceertificate area, Figure 2(b) sh
hows
the same iinformation reelated to a lithhography, and Figure 2(c) rrelated to a scculpture. The pprocess to create a
hylemetricc digital certifi
ficate of authennticity is basedd on the extraaction, from a specific area oof an artwork,, of a
random paattern difficultt/impossible too reproduce. T
This allows deefining the hyylemetric approoach as a one-way
function (G
Goldreich, 20001), defined inn the followinng as Hylemettric Hash Patteern (HHP). Thhe HHPs extra
acted
from the reported exampples are shownn in Figure 2 tooo. It is easy tto notice that tthe three HHP
Ps, even if extra
acted
from threee different artw
works, and prodduced with diffferent instrum
ments and technniques, are veryy similar.

Figure 2. ((a) oil paint; (bb) stone lithogrraphy (c) sculppture
If we refeer, for sake off simplicity, oonly to oil paiint, reported in Figure 2(a), the first stepp is identifyin
ng an
acquisitionn area and, innside it, selectiing the trust ppoints. The truust points are used to allow
w the correctio
on of
geometricaal distortion thhat can be introoduced in veriffication phase..
Figure 3(aa) shows the oil painting aand the relatedd identified auuthentication aarea. On the aauthentication area
(Figure 3((b)) are reportted the trust points (four in this example)). Figure 3(c) shows the areea acquired du
uring
verification phase and thhe related trustt points used too geometricallyy correct this iimage before thhe matching phase.
The next sstep, is the connstruction of a HHP related tto informationn acquired in thhe interested arrea. In the reported
121
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example, the HHP is carrying
c
out w
with a grey-leeveling, high pass filtering,, normalizatioon, and subseq
quent
thresholdinng (see Figure 3(d)). The ressult has speckle-like appearaance, allowing to applying, inn verification phase,
p
typical speeckle metrologgy techniques, as described iin the followinng sections. Thhe image show
wn in Figure 3((b) is
inserted (w
with low resollution) in a diggital authenticcity certificate.. On the digitaal authenticityy certificate wiill be
also presennt the HHP reelated to the aauthentication area. To avoidd certificate diigital counterffeiting, it has to
t be
digitally signed, using a classic Digittal Signature aapproach (Digital Signature Standard - DSS), based on
n PKI
infrastructture (FIPS, 20113).
In other w
words, in the diggital certificatee of authenticity we have: thhe verification area in low deefinition (IC(LD)), the
trust points, the Hylemettric Hash Patteern encrypted ((HHPC*), the ddecryption keyy.

Figure 33. (a) oil paintiing with autheentication area;; (b) authenticaation area withh trust points; ((c) area acquired
during verificcation phase; ((d) Hylemetricc Hash Pattern – HHP
4. Hylemeetric Verification Phase
The first sstep to verify the
t authenticityy of artworks (in our exampple oil paint) coonsists of acquuiring the image of
the authenntication area (IT − Test Im
mage). During the process oof acquisition it is not posssible acquirin
ng an
identical zzone to that present
p
in thee certificate off authenticity. Besides, som
me geometric distortions ca
an be
introducedd. In other worrds, acquiring tthe authenticattion area with a typical digital camera, it iss easy that we get a
bigger or smaller piece of image arouund the interested region (w
with consequennt scale error introduction), with
some rotoo-translation (rreferred to orriginal certificcation image).. Also, the im
mage can be full of distorrtions
introducedd by the optics system itself ((e.g. barrel). T
To correct all thhe reported disstortions, the syystem, by mea
ans of
trust pointts, applies im
mage transform
mations (e.g. ppolynomial, afffine, reflectivve, etc.) so thhat Test Image
e (IT)
becomes vvery similar of
o the image (IC) linked to Hylemetric H
Hash Pattern ppresent in thee digital certifficate
authenticaation. As descrribed in (Gonzales, 2009; Vaandome, 2010)) is possible addjusting a greaat quantity of errors
e
defining thhe correct amoount of trust pooints on the tw
wo figures. Truust points are locations present in both the
e two
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images, which identifying the same real point.
In this work, we have used affine transformations to achieve the correction of geometric distortions. Verification
software, after having acquired the trust points, applies the correct transformation, which allows obtaining a
corrected version of IT to be used during matching phase.
After having applied geometrical transformation, it is possible extracting the HHPT from the transformed image
I’T. The process is the same used for creating the HHPC related to certificate image (the necessary procedure to
obtain HHPT must be reported on the digital certificate authentication).
The last step consisting in matching HHPC and HHPT, the Hylemetric Hash Pattern extracted from the digital
authenticity certificate (and related to IC), and from the geometrically corrected test image I’T respectively.
Due to possible residual geometrical distortion and presence of noise, it is usual to obtain a HHP different in
comparison to that present in the authenticity certificate, also in case of original artwork verification. Therefore,
considering that the HHP has a casual structure, to allow the comparison among HHPT and HHPC, in this paper a
verification approach based on digital cross-covariance calculation is proposed, similar to the one used in
speckle field measurement (Sjӧdahl, 2000).
In this work, the used cross-covariance formula is:
 *

F ( HHPC ) F ( HHPT ) 
C ( x, y )  F 1 
.
 F * ( HHP ) F ( HHP )  
C
T



(1)

In Equation (1) (∆x, ∆y) represent the correlation peak coordinates, where F and F 1 are forward and backward
Fourier Transform operators, respectively, and * indicates the complex conjugate.
The Equation (1) can be efficiently calculated using a Fast Fourier Algorithm (Brigham, 1988). The coefficient α
has the aim to control the correlation peak width. Optimum values range are from α = 0 for image characterized
by high spatial frequency content and high noise level, to α = 0.5 for low noise image with less fine structure.
For α values greater than 0.5 the high frequency noise is magnified. In our experiment we have always used α =
0.5 values.
As in biometric approach, also Hylemetry introduces a correlation threshold, necessary to define if the two HHP
are similar enough to be considered the same. The threshold used in this paper is defined as follow:

C  T

C  T

false artwork
.
genuine artwork

(2)

The appropriate threshold is chosen in such a way as to minimize the False Acceptance Rate (Jain et al., 2011),
such as the percentage of fake artworks identified as genuine, respect the total quantity of authentication checks.
It has to be observed that the introduction of geometrical adjustment has highly reduced False Rejection Ratio,
due to genuine artwork recognized as counterfeited.
Figure 4 shows the previously described process in a visual and schematic way.
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F
Figure
4. Compplete schema shhowing the arttwork verificattion phase
5. Experim
mental Resultts
Here we reeport some preeliminary expeerimental tests performed on oil paints.
Initially, w
we have testeed the robustnness of the syystem to the acquisition oof the test im
mage with diffferent
illuminatioons and by diifferent operators on the oill painting shown in Figure 3. For their eexecution we have
design a sppecific softwaare using the w
well-known sim
mulation progrram Matlab©, which allows the human verifier
to select vverification arreas among thhe two imagess, to input thee trust points,, having also a help system
m for
selecting tthe same pointts on the two im
mages. This sooftware is alsoo able to add ccontrolled noise on the test im
mage
for testingg noise strengtth, against diffferent noise paarameters. Thee developed sooftware does nnot implementt any
automatic solution, whicch is a possiblee enhancementt to the previouusly described procedure.
mera, with embbedded Nikkor ED
These firstt tests were peerformed usingg a commerciaal Nikon Coollpix 8700 Cam
8.9–71.2 m
mm objective, staying in fronnt of the interested artwork aarea at  10 cm
m with macro fu
function.
Figure 5 rreports an exaample of extraacted HHPT. Inn Figure 5(a) we have the iimage of the aauthentication area
(IC(LD)); thiis image is a low
l
definition copy of the im
mage IC used tto extract HHP
PC. The imagee IC(LD) is needed to
identify thhe authenticatioon area and thee position of thhe trust points used for geom
metric correctioon. copy the texture
from the ooriginal and “pprint” it in thee copy (Kutterr, 2000). The usage of a low
w definition copy, instead of
o the
original onne, on the prinnted version off the digital cerrtificate, allow
ws to avoid anyy possible copy attack, i.e. use
u of
the reporteed area superpposed on the coounterfeited onne to bypass thhe system. In Figure 5(b) we have Test Im
mage;
the image is acquired duuring the verification proceduure. In Figure 55(c) the HHPC and in Figuree 5(d) the HHP
PT are
finally repported. Moreovver, we reportt 2D correlatioon between HH
HHPC and HHP
PT before (Figgure 5(e)) and after
(Figure 5(ff)) geometricaal correction.
In Figure 5, the correlaation has beenn calculated uusing Equationn (1). Figure 5(e) underlinees how critica
al the
geometricaal distortions are
a for the propposed system. In particular, respect with a statistical Thhreshold equal to Tα
= 0.31, thee normalized correlation
c
peaak is equal to Cα = 0.095. Onn the contrary,, with geometrrical correction
n, we
have a norrmalized correelation peak eqqual to Cα = 0.75, where the threshold is eqqual to Tα = 0.34, very simillar to
the previouus one.
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Figure 5. Example off extracted HHP
HPT. (a) IC(LD) im
mage; (b) IT im
mage; (c) HHPC; (d) HHPT; ((e) 2D correlation
betweenn HHPC and HHP
H T without ggeometrical correction; (f) 2D
D correlation bbetween HHPC and HHPT with
geomettrical correctioon
In Figure 6 is reported a similar exam
mple, where thee test image, rreported in Figgure 6(b) has bbeen acquired with
egree
20% downnscaling in botth dimensions (i.e. acquisitioon from a disttance greater thhan the originnal one), a 7 de
clockwise rotation, a hoorizontal transllation of 111 ppixel and a veertical one of 336 pixel, and a reduced acqu
uired
area. This extreme case allows testingg the robustnesss of the system
m, which repoorts a 2D Norm
malized Correlation
that still hiighlights a corrrect identificattion (Cα = 0.722 versus Tα = 00.36).
The threshhold Tα used inn this paper, forr any reported results, is:

T  3  mC   C .

(3)

where mC is the mean value of the correlation functtion and σC the related standdard deviation. It has to be noted
n
that is alw
ways possible too define alternnative statisticaal thresholds. W
We have used in our experim
ments also diffferent
thresholds, with similar results, such aas three times the mean valuue plus once sttandard deviatiion, three time
es the
standard ddeviation plus once
o
mean vallue and so on. The choice off the threshold in Equation (33) is due to the very
low variannce of its valuees among different image disstortions.
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Figure 66. Example of 2D correlationn obtained withh test image haaving “importaant” geometricc distortions. Itt is
posssible to observve that the geom
metric correctiions allow, alsoo in this case, to correctly caalculating the
crosss-covariance
d
thee correct extraactability of H
HHPT have shhown that it is possible to ex
xtract
All tests cconducted to demonstrate
the requireed Hylemetric Hash Pattern. We also foundd that the choice of a threshoold obtained w
with the Equatio
on (3)
(in generaally we have 0.25
0
< Tα < 0.4) allows an eefficient recoggnition; the coorrelation coeffficient was always
significanttly higher thann the threshold (0.5 < Cα < 0.9)
Subsequenntly, to test ouur method onn commercial copies, we boought two coppies of the V
Van Gogh pain
nting:
Tournesolss (sunflowers); both copies m
made by the saame artist (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Tw
wo copies of thhe Van Gogh painting “sunfloowers”
The two paintings shownn in Figure 7 aare similar. Unnfortunately, sinnce they are m
made “by hand”” with the artisst not
informed oof the purposee for which theey were expeccted, they show
w significant ddifferences. Thherefore, to tesst our
method wee chose as authhentication areea, the zone wiith greater simiilarity betweenn the two painttings.
The experriments were conducted
c
to vverify the possibility to disccern the two ddifferent copiees. The Figure 8(a)
shows the acquisition arrea and the trust points; the aacquisition zonne has been chhosen considerring the area where
w
the texturee presents greaater variability. The Figure 8((b) shows the ccorrespondent HHPT.

Figure 8. (aa) authenticatiion area with trrust points; (b)) Hylemetric H
Hash Pattern – HHP
wo paintings we
w have acquirred the referennce zone with three differennt cameras: Nikkon Coolpix 8700;
8
For the tw
Iphone 5 with external 15X macro ssystem (Carsonn LensMag 15X); Samsungg ES20. Figurre 9 shows the six
acquired iimages. It as to be noted tthat any singlee acquisition has been carrried out underr different lighting
conditionss.
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Figurre 9. Acquired image of bothh paintings throough three diffferent cameras
For each oof these six im
mages we have extracted the H
HHPs and thenn, through the Equation (1) we have calcu
ulated
the correspponding correllation coefficieents. Table 1 sshows obtainedd correlation ccoefficients. Frrom this table, it is
easy to see that the systtem is able to distinguish thhe two differennt copies, evenn when the reference image
es are
acquired w
with different devices.
d
Table 1. Correlation coeffficients obtainned from the H
HHPT linking tto six images ppresent in Figuure 8.

Sunfloowers
(a) Nikkon
Sunfloowers
(a) iphhone 5
Sunfloowers
(a) Sam
msung
Sunfloowers
(b ) Niikon
Sunfloowers
(b) iphhone 5
Sunfloowers
(b) Sam
msung

Sunfflowers

Sunfflowers

Sunnflowers

Sunnflowers

Sunnflowers (b)

Sunflowers (a)

(a) Nikon
N

(a) Ipphone 5

(a) Canon

(b)) Nikon

IIphone 5

Canon

1

00.73

00.81

0.13

0.09

0.15

0.65

1

00.67

0.22

0.18

0.23

0.72

00.66

1

0.19

0.20

0.18

0.25

00.21

00.77

1

0.80

0.68

0.12

00.24

00.69

0.78

1

0.74

0.22

00.11

00.70

0.74

0.67

1

a possible casses and all kinnds of works oof art. In any ccase, these preeliminary tests well
The tests ddo not cover all
prefigure tthe possibilityy to use this m
methodology foor safely certiffying the autheenticity of a w
work of art with an
high level of reliably.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper an innovative methodology, founded on Hylemetry, was demonstrated, which allows to produce not
duplicable certificate of originality. The chosen hylemetric characteristic allows to obtain high verification rates,
thanks also to a geometrical correction preprocessing, executed in manual way, to correct errors and
misalignments of acquisition during the verification procedure. The proposal method allows to generate a unique,
Hylemetric Hash Pattern, used for verifying object authenticity. The usage of a well-known and highly
consolidated speckle metrology matching algorithm allows to be confident on the obtained results and the
robustness of the procedure. It is also possible to implement a securing method, based on DSS, for protecting
digital certification of authenticity from copy attack, the most used method in this situation. Future studies for
obtaining an automatic system able also to determine an optimum threshold, are in progress, with the aim to be
independent from the interested object.
Very recently, the van Gogh museum and the FUJIFILM Belgium have developed a new and unique
reproduction process able to reproduce the textured detail of Van Gogh's artworks in accurate color. This new
method of reproduction of the paintings allows you to achieve the best fine art replicas ever seen. These copies
replicate exactly the format, the color brightness, and texture of the original (Fujifilm, 2013; Van Gogh Museum,
2013). In future studies we want to verify whether our method works well on these copies of the highest quality.
In particular we will try to check if you can distinguish a copy from the original and a copy from another.
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